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We study unequal rapidity correlators in the stochastic Langevin picture of Jalilian-Marian–
Iancu–McLerran–Weigert–Leonidov–Kovner (JIMWLK) evolution in the Color Glass Conden-
sate effective field theory. By separately evolving the Wilson lines in the direct and complex
conjugate amplitudes, we use the formalism to study two-particle production at large rapidity
separations. We show that the evolution between the rapidities of the two produced particles can
be expressed as a linear equation, even in the full nonlinear limit. We also show how the Langevin
formalism for two-particle correlations reduces to a BFKL picture in the dilute limit and in mo-
mentum space, providing an interpretation of BFKL evolution as a stochastic process for color
charges.
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1. Introduction
The Color Glass Condensate (CGC, see e.g. [1, 2]) is an effective theory of QCD for high
energy processes. The JIMWLK1 evolution equation [3, 4, 5, 6, 7], can be used to resum leading
logarithmic (in energy or x) corrections to QCD scattering cross sections. In addition to providing
a more direct physical picture of the evolution, the Langevin formulation is the basis for numerical
solutions of the JIMWLK equation [8, 9].
The most common phenomenological applications of the CGC framework involve processes
in which one needs only the Wilson lines at one rapidity. The situation becomes more complicated
if one is interested in the correlations between particles that are separated by a parametrically large
rapidity interval ∆Y & 1/αs. For this purpose, a formalism based on the Langevin description of
JIMWLK evolution was developed by Iancu and Triantafyllopoulos (IT) in [12] (see also earlier,
very similar work in [13, 14]). Our intention in this paper, following the more detailed discussion
in [15], is to analyze this further.
2. JIMWLK evolution and particle production at equal rapidity
We consider a high energy interaction of a dilute colored probe with the color field of a dense
target. The expectation value of an observable Oˆ is given by
〈
Oˆ
〉
Y
≡ ∫ [DU ]WY [U ]Oˆ , where
WY [U ] is the CGC weight function describing the density distribution at Y of the Wilson lines
U†x ≡ Pexp
{
ig
∫
dx+αax(x
+)ta
}
in the target. The dependence of the target color field on rapidity
is described by JIMWLK evolution. The CGC weight function evolves from an initial condition Yin
to a finalY according to the JIMWLK equation ∂∂YWY [U ] =HWY [U ]. The JIMWLK Hamiltonian is
H ≡ 1
8pi3
∫
uvzKuvz(L
a
u−U˜†abz Rbu)(Lav−U˜†acz Rcv), where tildes denote the adjoint representation.
The JIMWLK kernel isKuvz ≡K iuzK ivz, whereK iuz = (u−z)
i
(u−z)2 is the Weizsäcker-Williams soft
gluon emission kernel. The L and R are “left” and “right” Lie derivatives that act to color-rotate the
Wilson lines. They are defined as Lau ≡−ig(Uuta)αβ δδUu,αβ and R
a
u ≡−ig(taUu)αβ δδUu,αβ .
In the Langevin formulation, evolution is treated as a random walk in the functional space
of Wilson lines. Rapidity is discretized as Y −Y0 = εN with Z 3 N → ∞,ε → 0, where each
evolution step is labelled by n ∈ {0,1, ...,N}. The noise is introduced within terms we can call,
respectively, “left” and “right” (traceless, Hermitian) color fields αLx,n ≡
∫
zK
i
xzν
i
z,n/
√
4pi3 and
αRx,n ≡
∫
zK
i
xzUz,nν
i
z,nU
†
z,n/
√
4pi3, where ν iz,n ≡ ν i,az,nta. ν i,az,m ∈ R and satisfies
〈
ν i,ax,mν
j,b
y,n
〉
=
1
ε δ
i jδ abδmnδxy. The Langevin equation describing the evolution of a Wilson line is U
†
x,n+1 =
eiεgα
L
x,nU†x,ne
−iεgαRx,n . Since ε is infinitesimal, we may use it as an expansion parameter to obtain
U†x,n+1 =U
†
x,n+
∫
z
(
iεg√
4pi3
K ixzν
i,a
z,n−
εg2
4pi3
Kxxzt
a
)
(taU†x,n−U†x,nU˜†abz,n tb)+O(ε3/2). (2.1)
The Balitsky-Kovchegov [17, 10] (BK) equation can be obtained from this by first calculating the
dipole Sˆxx¯,n+1, then using the Fierz identity and finally taking the mean field approximation.
1The acronym stands for Jalilian-Marian–Iancu–McLerran–Weigert–Leonidov–Kovner.
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Next, consider a single quark produced in a proton-nucleus collision. It is described math-
ematically by a fundamental representation dipole Sˆxx¯ ≡ tr
{
U†xU¯x¯
}
/Nc. The bars on both the
Wilson line and the coordinate in U¯x¯ denote that this Wilson line is in the CCA. The cross section
for inclusive quark production in a proton-nucleus collision is then
dσq
dηpd
2p
= xq(x)
1
(2pi)2
∫
xx¯
e−ip·(x−x¯)
〈
Sˆxx¯
∣∣
U¯=U
〉
Y . (2.2)
Here, Y is the relative rapidity of the produced quark with respect to the target, x is the longitudinal
momentum fraction of the projectile, xq(x) is the quark distribution in the proton, and p and ηp are
the transverse momentum and rapidity, respectively, of the quark.
For inclusive quark-gluon production, the cross section can be written compactly in terms of
a “production Hamiltonian” [13, 14, 12] operating on the quark cross section:
dσqg
dηpd
2pdηkd
2k
=
1
(2pi)4
∫
xx¯
e−ip·(x−x¯)
〈
Hprod(k)Sˆxx¯
∣∣
U¯=U
〉
Y
. (2.3)
Here, the quark has transverse momentum p and pseudo-rapidity ηp, and the gluon has transverse
momentum k and pseudo-rapidity ηk. The production Hamiltonian is given by [12] Hprod(k) =
1
4pi3
∫
yy¯ e
−ik·(y−y¯) ∫
uu¯K
i
yuK
i
y¯u¯(L
a
u−U˜†aby Rbu)(L¯au¯− ¯˜U†acy¯ R¯cu¯).
3. Dilute limit: stochastic picture of BFKL evolution
We start with the fundamental representation Wilson line U†x,n = e
iλx,n = 1+ iλx,n− 12λ 2x,n+
O(λ 3), where each real matrix λ is an element of the algebra of SU(Nc) and denotes a one-gluon
interaction between projectile and target. The full Langevin step to linear order is then
λx,n+1 = λx,n+
∫
z
(
iεg√
4pi3
K ixzν
i,a
z,n−
εg2
4pi3
Kxxzt
a
)
i f abctc(λ bx,n−λ bz,n)+O(ε3/2,λ 2). (3.1)
The BFKL equation can be obtained by first expanding the Wilson lines in the dilute limit, and
looking at the evolution of a quantity that is quadratic in the expansion parameter λ . We first square
Eq. (3.1) to obtain an iterative equation for λ axλ¯
a
x¯. From this basic equation, one can define two
different versions of the BFKL equation. For the first, we define the unintegrated gluon distribution
φ nxx¯ ≡ 〈λ ax,nλ¯ ax¯,n〉. After Fourier transforming, λ ax,n+1λ¯ ax¯,n+1 takes the familiar form of
φ n+1(q) = φ n(q)+4Ncεαs
∫
p
1
(q−p)2
(
φ n(p)p2
q2
− 1
2
φ n(q)q2
p2
)
+O(ε3/2,φ 3/2),
the (color singlet, zero momentum transfer) textbook version of the BFKL equation [19].
The other (Mueller’s) version of the BFKL equation [20] is obtained when one looks at the
expansion of the dipole operator as tr
{
U†xUy
}
/Nc = 1− 14Nc (λ
a
x− λ ay)(λ ax− λ ay)+O(λ 3). The
natural definition of the gluon distribution based on this expansion is then the so-called “BFKL
pomeron” [18] ϕxy ≡
〈
(λ ax−λ ay)(λ ax−λ ay)
〉
, which we can write in terms of φ by setting λ¯ =
λ : φxx+ φyy − 2φxy
λ¯=λ
= ϕxy. One then arrives at the Mueller version of the BFKL equation:
ϕn+1xy −ϕnxy =−Nc2 εαspi2
∫
z
˜Kxyz[ϕ
n
xy−ϕnxz−ϕnzy].
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4. Unequal rapidity correlators in JIMWLK
Next, we want to calculate the double inclusive cross section for the simultaneous produc-
tion two particles, separated in rapidity such that αs(Y −YA) 1. The expectation value of the
cross section for producing a quark at some rapidity Y is calculated as an average over the noise
ν at the end of the stochastic process:
〈
Sˆxx¯
〉
Y−YA =
〈
Sˆxx¯,N
〉
ν . For the expectation value of an
operator at the later rapidity Y , we now have
〈
Oˆ
〉
Y−YA
≡ ∫ [DUDU¯ ]WY−YA [U,U¯ |UA,U¯A]Oˆ . We
need to have a new conditional weight function WY−YA [U,U¯ |UA,U¯A] [11], which obeys the differ-
ential equation ∂∂YWY−YA [U,U¯ |UA,U¯A] = HevolWY−YA [U,U¯ |UA,U¯A]. The initial condition at YA for
the conditional weight function sets Wilson lines for both the DA and the CCA:WYA [U,U¯ |UA,U¯A] =
δ [U−UA]δ [U¯−U¯A].
For a gluon emitted from a quark projectile at rapidity YA, we must now operate with the
production Hamiltonian acting on the Wilson lines at YA [12]. The final result is
dσqg
dYd2pdYAd
2kA
=
1
(2pi)4
1
4pi3
1
Nc
∫
xx¯yy¯
e−ip·(x−x¯)e−ikA·(y−y¯)
∫
uv
K iyuK
i
y¯v 〈〈IN〉ν〉YA , (4.1)
In := tr
{
L¯au¯,0U¯x¯,nL
a
u,0U
†
x,n
}
− ¯˜U†acy¯,0 tr
{
R¯cu¯,0U¯x¯,nL
a
u,0U
†
x,n
}
−U˜†aby,0 tr
{
L¯au¯,0U¯x¯,nR
b
u,0U
†
x,n
}
+U˜†aby,0
¯˜U†acy¯,0 tr
{
R¯cu¯,0U¯x¯,nR
b
u,0U
†
x,n
}
. (4.2)
To find the expressions for RU†,RU,LU† and LU, one acts with the Lie derivatives on the evolution
equations for the Wilson lines. However, the four equations are not independent of each other. For
example, we may start by finding the equation for RU†. The Hermitian conjugate will give the
equation for RU, and the relation Lau,0 = U˜
†ab
u,0R
b
u,0 can be used to get the equations for LU
† and LU.
Instead of an equation for Rau,0U
†
x,n+1, it is more natural to define a quantity R
a
ux,n ≡Ux,nRau,0U†x,n,
so we can write the Langevin step compactly as
Raux,n+1 = e
iεgαRx,nRaux,ne
−iεgαRx,n− iεg√
4pi3
eiεgα
R
x,n
∫
z
K ixz[ν˜
i
z,n,R
a
uz,n], (4.3)
where ν˜ iz,n =Uz,nν
i
z,nU
†
z,n. This is linear and independent of the Wilson lines, and we can therefore
express the evolution between the two rapidities in terms of linear BFKL-like dynamics. The whole
cross section, however, is not given by a “kT -factorized” expression (unlike the dilute case that we
discuss in the next section), due to the explicit appearance of the Wilson lines in the cross section.
5. Two-particle correlators in the dilute limit
The essential part of the cross section (4.1) is given by In as defined in Eq. (4.2). This
requires the operations of the Lie derivatives in the dilute limit. Using this, we obtain an equation
for Rau,0λx,n+1. The equation for LU
† is identical, with R→ L. Combining these into the linearized
production Hamiltonian and the linearized dipole, we get
In =
g2
2Nc
f abc f ade(λ¯ eu¯,0− λ¯ ey¯,0)(λ cu,0−λ cy,0)
δ
δ λ¯ du¯,0
δ
δλ bu,0
λ¯ fx¯,nλ
f
x,n+O(λ
3). (5.1)
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The relation between λ bx,n and λ
a
u,0 is linear. Thus the Green’s function, defined byF
n
x,x¯,u,u¯≡
δ
δ λ¯ au¯,0
δ
δλ au,0
λ¯ bx¯,nλ
b
x,n, does not depend on λ . Using this we get 〈IN〉 = g
2
2 (φ
0
u¯u − φ 0u¯y − φ 0y¯u +
φ 0y¯y)F
N
x,x¯,u,u¯+O(φ
3/2) in terms of the gluon distribution, which we can put into the equation
for the two-particle cross section to obtain a kT -factorized expression:
dσqg
dYd2pdYAd
2kA
=
1
(2pi)4
1
2Nc
αs
pi2
∫
xx¯yy¯uu¯
K iyuK
i
y¯u¯e
−ip·(x−x¯)−ikA·(y−y¯)
×(φ 0u¯u−φ 0u¯y−φ 0y¯u+φ 0y¯y)FNx,x¯,u,u¯+O(φ 3/2). (5.2)
We can finally take the color field to be equal in the DA and the CCA. The fact that we are taking
derivatives with respect to λ¯u¯,0 and λu,0 does not interfere with the BFKL evolution of the gluon
density λ¯ bx¯,nλ
b
x,n. SoF
n
x,x¯,u,u¯ satisfies the same equation as λ¯
b
x¯,nλ
b
x,n with respect to index n.
Fourier transforming everything, we get
dσqg
dYd2pdYAd
2kA
=−αs
Nc
∫
q
q2
(q−kA)2k2A
FN(−p,p,q−kA,−q+kA)ϕ0(−q)+O(ϕ3/2).
with the (zero momentum transfer) BFKL Green’s functionF satisfying the usual BFKL equation.
We have thus shown that the IT Langevin equation formalism reduces, in the dilute limit, to a
conventional correlation between two particles produced from the same BFKL ladder. The initial
condition for the evolution isF 0(P , P¯ ,m,m¯) = (Nc
2−1)δ (2)(P +m)δ (2)(P¯ +m¯). Using this
in the general expression reduces the equal rapidity cross section to a kT -factorized expression:
dσqg
dYd2pdYAd
2kA
∣∣∣∣∣
Y=YA
=− αs
(2pi)2
(p+kA)
2
p2k2A
ϕ0(p+kA). (5.3)
6. Conclusions
We have attempted to clarify the Langevin formulation [12] of two-particle correlations in
JIMWLK evolution, in the case of a dilute probe scattering off a dense color field target. Although
JIMWLK evolution for the Wilson lines is nonlinear, the evolution of the Lie derivatives encoding
the correlation between the two rapidities, is in fact not. It can be expressed as a linear equation that
is independent of the Wilson lines. This observation seems to confirm the result obtained earlier
(in a rather different language) in [16].
We have also calculated explicitly the dilute limit of the Langevin formulation, where the
decorrelations in azimuthal angle between the two particles are given by a BFKL Green’s function
between the two rapidities. JIMWLK evolution as a function of the quark rapidity Y “commutes”
with the production Hamiltonian and only operates on the dipole operator at Y . The evolution of
the double inclusive cross section with Y is therefore determined by the evolution of the single
inclusive cross section, but with a more complicated initial condition.
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